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The latest in automated pool technology, great new weatherproof
gadgets, Neighbours star Ryan Moloney talks decking and
backyard pools, clever cooling to take the heat off, and more…
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Integrated Pools

Clear view
Fun and functionality combine in this statement lap pool

W

hen the owners of this Canterbury
property were briefing the architects
at Integrated Pools by Canny
with their requirements for a new outdoor
haven, the wish list included a water feature
abutting the house. They also wanted an
alfresco area that could be viewed from all the
main rooms, whilst taking advantage of the
northerly aspect.
The design team exceeded the expectations
of the home owners, creating this stunning lap
pool and water feature, with the ‘floating deck’
a focal point of the overall entertaining area.
The fully tiled pool with granite
stepping stones marries beautifully with
the stonework of the adjacent alfresco

area. Adding to the effect is Spotted Gum
decking, which continues the theme from
the polished floorboards of the main indoor
living area to create a beautiful, welcoming
flow to the outdoors.
The 15m x 2m lap lane adds functionality
to the pool, whilst continuing the concept
of a wrap-around water feature. Fitted with
in-floor cleaning, solar heating, premium
filtration and salt chlorination, the easymaintenance pool will look perfect
year-round with minimum fuss.
Integrated Pools is a division of Canny,
renowned as one of Melbourne’s leading
design and building companies. They have an
in-house team of architects and designers who

can produce a truly unique concept
for your entire outdoor living area.
With all services under one roof, from
design, engineering, documentation and
construction, they can provide an integrated
solution and coordinated approach to even
the most demanding and intricate projects.
In business for 18 years, the company
produce around 20-30 projects each year
in Melbourne’s inner-east, bayside and
Mornington Peninsula suburbs. It is a
member of SPASA, HIA and MBA and
has won numerous awards for its work.

NEED TO KNOW
Integrated Pools by Canny
9A Hall St, Hawthorn East, VIC 3123
Ph (03) 8532 4432
Fax (03) 8532 4422
Email info@integratedpools.com.au
Website integratedpools.com.au
Pool designer Integrated Pools by Canny
Pool manufacturer Integrated Pools
by Canny
Landscape designer Integrated Pools by
Canny, with Simon McCurdy Landscapes
Construction Concrete
Interior Fully tiled
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